Sales Teams Must Adapt
Customers have changed how they buy. Most sales teams have been slow
to adapt. The best teams are addressing these obstacles to improve
customer engagement and deliver better performance. This infographic tells
the story and shares resources for you to support your sales team to thrive.

The Buyer’s Journey Is Rapidly Changing
The majority of the buying process is complete before a sales rep is engaged

57%
Buyers source the majority of their information online (where historically they got it from sales)

67%
B2B buyers prefer to receive content unique to their buying stage

76%
Buyers prefer companies that provide engaging/valuable content

95%
Sales Teams Are Ill-Prepared for the Change

29%

7%

Percentage of sales reps who B2B customers
perceived as adequately prepared
for a first sales call

Percentage of sales reps who will earn a
second call with a B2B customer

Sales Performance is Taking a Hit
22%

increase of the average
sales cycle length in the
last five years

72%

B2B sales deals ends in either
a) a formal “no”
b) no decision

67%

of sales people do
not attain their
individual quota

Sales Organizations Mistakenly Invest in
Traditional Answers to a New Challenge

68%
of firms have not identified and defined their
marketing and sales funnel

Firms are incorrectly investing
in capability development to
remedy this issue; thinking that
this will lead to greater
customer access

49%
of B2B Companies do not use predictive analytics
to provide insights for customer interactions

Sales Teams Who Have Re-Envisioned
Their Model Are Seeing Dramatically
Improved Results

14.5%

9%

A connected
marketing and sales
funnel enabled by
marketing automation
drives a 14.5%
increase in sales
productivity

Companies that excel at
content based lead
nurturing have 9%
more sales reps making
quota

Reps who “sell socially”
and incorporate content
aligned to the buying
process are 76% more
likely to be high
performers

looking to learn more?

MarketBridge offers these resources to help you move forward.
The Digital Bridge
The latest news and best practices in
digital marketing, sales enablement,
and customer analytics
Digital Sales Coverage Webinar
Learn how to improve sales
productivity in 5 steps with
Digital Sales Coverage

1. 3.
2. 4.

Digital Sales Coverage ROI Calculator
See the potential cost savings and
revenue growth from implementing
Digital Sales Coverage
Ask the Expert
Learn more about Digital Sales
Coverage and other solutions for sales
from a MarketBridge expert

Access these resources at

market-bridge.com/sales-resources
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MarketBridge is a leading technology enabled services firm, providing digital
customer engagement, sales enablement, and predictive customer analytics
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